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The humanoid legions of the Pathfinder RPG Monster Codex swarm across your tabletop in this

massive collection of more than 300 creature pawns for use with the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game

or any fantasy RPG! Printed on sturdy cardstock, each pawn contains a beautiful, full-color monster

image and slides into a size-appropriate plastic base. Featured creatures include goblins, orcs,

hobgoblins, bugbears, boggards, kobolds, ghouls, sahuagin, trolls, troglodytes, gnolls, lizardfolk,

duergar, ratfolk, fire giants, frost giants, ogres, drow, serpentfolk, and vampires! â€œPrice Includes

VATâ€•
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As I've mentioned in other reviews, I have always loved the idea behind the Pathfinder Pawns, but

even with a Bestiary Boxes 1 and 2 and a few Adventure Path pawn sets, I didn't really use them

that often. Most of the time I stuck to my old minis, for two main reasons:1) There were hardly any of

a lot of the common monsters like kobolds, hobgoblins, and bugbears.2) There wasn't a great

variety of potential PC's.This box solves problem 1! This is a great set and is absolutely necessary

to own. If you only buy one Pawns boxed set, let it be this one. Such a huge variety of the common

monster races. I can finally use kobolds in my game! And bugbears and Hobgoblins. It also has

some great orcs.The art is, on average, also larger and easier to see than previous sets. Great job,

Paizo.If you are new to Pathfinder Pawns and don't know where to start, here's what I

recommend:1) Monster Codex2) NPC Codex3) Summon Monster4) Bestiary Box 1These four will

give you a solid base of almost everything you need. Everything else you get after that will add



variety and zest to your pawn collection.

Holy crap I wish I had gotten this box sooner. If you like the other boxes of Pathfinder Pawns but

found yourself thinking "I wish they gave me more than 4 goblins and 2 orcs", then this box is

absolutely for you.Of the standard "mook-type" monsters, this box contains over a dozen of every

type. Kobolds, Goblins, Orcs, Hobgoblins, Frost Giants, Fire Giants, Trolls, Ratfolk, Drow, Deurgar,

Ogres, Bugbears, and the like. There are 4-8 variations of each type of monster, allowing for

wonderfully distinct pawns of a similar race on the map at any given time. No need to remind your

players that *these* goblins have shortbows while *these* goblins are throwing alchemist's fire.

They can see it on the tokens.I can finally attack my party with that Hobgoblin assault force that I've

been dreaming up without pulling the particularly brutish NPC Codex pawns and saying "These are

hobgoblins, use your imagination". What about that conflict between a tribe of Kobolds and a faction

of Goblins? Now you can get your PCs involved and still visually denote which monsters are which!

It's so great.As always, the art is absolutely gorgeous on these pawns, and the box and cardboard

are the same ultra-high quality. This is hands down my favorite of the Pathfinder Pawns boxes.

The whole collection of cardboard stand-ins for the Pathfinder Monster codex.If you actually use a

gridded mat and figs for combat simulation as strongly suggested by the Pathfinder rules, then this

is a simple, efficient and cost-effective way to have almost always the proper representations for the

monsters you need, at least inasmuch as they are listed in the monster codex which is one of the

GM tools I highly recommend.Only 4 stars as keeping them organized is a mess and they might not

be as durable as I wish they were, but still a good investment.

I'm a big fan of the Pathfinder Pawns series. Great value for the money. This particular set is great if

you need an "army" of any of the monsters covered in the Codex.Art is top notch. They're printed on

high quality, sturdy cardboard, and are pretty durable. All in all a great product.

Just got this box today. Pretty nice set mostly consisting of the "humanoid" monsters. Would have

given 5 stars if it wasn't for a few creases across one of the pages. They're not a super big deal, but

it wouldn't be fair if I didn't include that in my review.

For the price, this can't be beat. Over 200 stand-ups for about $35. That's insane, and the fact that

it's Pathfinder is no big deal if you're playing another system. There are gnolls, orcs, goblins and



many others.

I have all of the boxed sets and some of the Adventure Path sets, and this one is probably the most

versatile of the sets if you run a lot of encounters with "standard" monsters. Orcs, goblins, lizard

men and the like plus some bigger monsters like giant-class sized. I bought 2 boxes so there will

always be small armies I can throw at players.

If you have read any of my reviews you will understand I love this product , more stands, more

characters to use during my games. Players love them. 5 stars all the way.
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